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Do more of what you love with 3Shape Dental System 2019
New 3Shape Dental System 2019 software now available
Copenhagen, May 29, 2019 – 3Shape announces the release of the 2019 version of its industryleading design software for labs, 3Shape Dental System 2019.
The new and improved 3Shape Dental System 2019 includes significantly enhanced solutions for
designing and producing dentures, splints and clear aligners as well as improvements to core
workflows.
“3Shape Dental System 2019 enables labs to what they love, create great esthetic and functional
dental art,” says 3Shape Vice President of Product Strategy, Rune Fisker. He adds, “With every new
3Shape Dental System software release and as a part of our 3Shape LabCare promise, we develop
stronger software with increased productivity and new opportunities for labs to expand their
business and unleash their potential.”
What dental labs get with Dental System 2019
Digital denture design
Powerful advancements to 3Shape’s denture design software and new possibilities within materials
and manufacturing make it highly profitable for labs to produce dentures digitally. New features like,
teeth-in-blocks, optimized try-in denture workflow, and improved TRIOS integration and alignment,
serve to reduce labor time, production costs and improve efficiency.
Clear Aligner Studio
Clear Aligner Studio enable labs to expand their offering with clear aligners. The new version of Clear
Aligner Studio brings 20-40% efficiency gains to the setup and staging of clear aligners, with new
automated features, such as ID tagging, attachment sizing and placement.
Splint Studio
3Shape Splint Studio enables labs to easily produce all major single-jaw occlusal splint types with just
a few clicks.
Fabulous Smiles –new book and innovative smile design
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Globally renowned CDTs Przemek Seweryniak and Kate Brantvik have created a complete set of new
smile libraries for 3Shape Dental System and 3Shape Smile Design. The smile libraries are based on
real people’s smiles and are included in corresponding coffee-table book meant for patients and
dental practices. Patients can leaf through the book and choose a desired smile. Labs can then
create the restoration chosen from the book using the matching library in 3Shape Dental System.
More new features in Dental System 2019
3Shape Dental System 2019 is now up to 10 times faster to start new cases, re-open previously
designed cases, and for the import and export of material settings. Dental System offers design
proposals with just one click, beautiful gingiva for implant bridges, and new superior function using
the patient’s real jaw motion.
About 3Shape
3Shape is changing dentistry together with dental professionals across the world by developing innovations that provide
superior dental care for patients. Our portfolio of 3D scanners and CAD/CAM software solutions includes the multiple
award-winning 3Shape TRIOS intraoral scanner, the upcoming 3Shape X1 CBCT scanner, as well as market-leading scanning
and design software solutions for both dental practices and labs.
Two graduate students founded 3Shape in Denmark’s capital in the year 2000. Today, 3Shape has over 1,500 employees
serving customers in over 100 countries from an ever-growing number of 3Shape offices around the world. 3Shape’s
products and innovations continue to challenge traditional methods, enabling dental professionals to treat more patients
more effectively. www.3shape.com
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